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Abstract Quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE) of contemporary
mobile communication networks are crucial, complex and correlated. QoS describes
network performance while QoE depicts perceptual quality at the user side. A set of
key performance indicators (KPIs) describes in details QoS and QoE. Our research
is focused specially on mobile speech and video telephony services that are widely
provided by commercial UMTS mobile networks. A key point of cellular network
planning and optimization is building voice and video quality prediction models.
Prediction models have been developed using measurements data collected from
live-world UMTS multimedia networks via drive-test measurement campaign. In
this paper, we predict quality of mobile services using regression estimates inspired
by the paradigm of robust optimization. The robust estimates suggest a weaker dependence than the one suggested by linear regression estimates between the QoS
and QoE parameters and connect the strength of the dependence with the accuracy
of the data used to compute the estimates.

1 Introduction
Contemporary mobile networks have been based on WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) radio access technology. UMTS (Universal Mobile TelecomC. N. Pitas · A. D. Panagopoulos · P. Constantinou
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munication System) networks have been widely deployed to deliver circuit switched
(CS) speech and video telephony services [8]. Both network monitoring systems as
well as extended drive-test measurement campaigns are useful tools in radio network planning, performance evaluation and optimization [6,7,14]. While radio coverage prediction models have been developed and widely used in network planning
processes, quality prediction is assumed of the recent research areas. Advanced statistical analysis, usually linear and non-linear regression modeling, has been used
in order to build prediction models [11] in a simulation environment of a mobile
network. The quality of the predictions is affected by the ability of the considered
models to represent reality as well as the accuracy of the data used to estimate their
parameters.
Robust optimization has been increasingly used in mathematical optimization as
an effective way to immunize solutions against data uncertainty. If the true value of
a problem’s data is not equal to its nominal value, the optimal solution computed
using the nominal value might not be optimal or even feasible for the true value.
Robust optimization considers uncertainty sets for the data of a problem and defines
solutions that are immune to such uncertainty. In linear optimization problems, boxtype uncertainty sets [10], and ellipsoidal uncertainty sets have been considered. In
linear, as well as mixed integer optimization problems, robust counterparts with budgeted uncertainty sets that connect the uncertainties developed by the coefficients of
the constraints have been efficiently solved [2,3]. The robust optimization paradigm
has been successfully applied to regression and classification problems to deal with
uncertainty in the statistical data and has been connected with regularized regression
models [1, 15].
In this paper, we apply robust optimization in order to refine the accuracy of
quality prediction models. More specifically:
1. We use measurements data that acquired by a drive-test campaign of a live 3G
network in Switzerland. Test mobile speech and video calls were performed by
experimental equipment.
2. We focus on speech, video as well as on audio-visual quality prediction modelling based on live-network measurements.
3. We compute the linear and non-linear regression estimates that connect QoE with
QoS, as well as the linear regression estimates that follow the robust optimization paradigm. The estimates depend on the size of the uncertainty set that is
considered.
The robust estimates suggest a weaker dependence than the one suggested by
linear regression between QoE and QoS. Our approach enables the choice of the
strength of the dependence based on the accuracy of the data used to compute the
estimates. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to
UMTS network architecture, radio KPIs as well as to QoE aspects regarding speech
and video transmission. Followingly, we present regression analysis and robust optimization for speech and video quality prediction in Section 3. Finally, a general
discussion of our contribution on QoE estimation is placed in Section 4.
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2 Quality in Mobile Multimedia Networks
2.1 QoS in UMTS networks
A UMTS network consists of a radio access network (RAN) and a core network
(CN). RAN basically consists of RNCs (Radio Network Controllers) and NodeBs
(base stations) that are connected with UEs (User Equipments). The CN can be interconnected to various backbone networks like IP-networks (Internet) public fixed
telephone networks (ISDN/PSTN). The report in [5] presents details for a UMTS
coverage measurements methodology in order to characterize the quality of radio
network coverage, specifically:
RSCP (Received Signal Code Power) is the received power on one code measured, in dBm, on the pilot bits of the P-CPICH (Primary Common Pilot Channel).
RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) is the wideband received power, in
dBm, within the relevant channel bandwidth.
Ec /N0 is the ratio, in dB, of received pilot energy, Ec , to the total received energy
or the total power spectral density, I0 .The received energy per chip, Ec ,divided
by the power density in the band. The Ec /N0 is identical to RSCP/RSSI. We note
that Ec /N0 is the most crucial radio quality parameter.

2.2 QoE of Mobile Multimedia Services
Commercial UMTS networks provide both mobile speech and video telephony services. Specifically, a 64 kbit/s (speech is coded at 12.2 kbit/s and video at 50
kbit/s respectively) transport channel is dedicated for video communication. On
the one hand, an objective method for end-to-end (E2E) narrow-band speech telephony quality is PESQ described in ITU-T P.862. Besides, a mapping function for
transforming PESQ raw result scores to MOS (Mean Opinion Score) scale is presented in ITU-T P.862.1. On the other hand, video quality algorithms shall be eligible and applicable for end-to-end mobile applications and predict the perceived
quality by the user-viewer according to the ETSI TR 102 493. J.247 is recommended by ITU-T for objective perceptual video assessment in the presence of
a full reference. Audio-visual quality can be computed by speech, MOSSQ , and
video, MOSV Q , quality parameters according to the formula of the ITU-T P.911:
MOSAV Q = λ + µ · MOSSQ · MOSV Q , where λ = 0.765 and µ = 0.1925 .

2.2.1 QoE Evaluation
The assessment of a QoE indicator, either MOSSQ or MOSV Q , is made by comparing
the original speech/video samples transmitted by the calling party, A-side, S(τ ) =
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Fig. 1 UMTS architecture and Measurement Campaign configuration.

{s1 (τ1 ), s2 (τ2 ), . . . , sn (τN )}, with the corresponding degraded received samples,
S̃(τ ) = {s̃1 (τ1 ), s̃2 (τ2 ), . . . , s̃N (τN )}, at the called party, B-side, by applying the
objective assessment algorithm, φ . The objective QoE indicator, MOSi→ j , varies
between 1 (bad/very annoying) and 5 (excellent/imperceptible) and (i, j) ∈ {(A, B),
(B, A)}:
1 N
(1)
MOSi→ j = ∑ φ (sν ,i (τν ), s̃ν , j (τν ))
N ν =1
Fig.1 presents a measurement campaign configuration for E2E QoE assessment
with a ”Diversity Benchmarker” [12]. Besides, we conducted post-processing analysis with NetQual NQDI on a measurements database managed by MS SQL Server
and we used MATLAB for regression and optimization modelling.

3 Robust Optimization in Regression Analysis
In order to predict QoE from QoS, a non-linear regression method can be performed
for speech and video quality estimation from Ec /N0 , QoE = exp (α · Ec /N0 + β ). A
log-linear model can be derived, ln(QoE) = α · Ec /N0 + β . The estimates for α and
β can be computed through non-linear regression or linear regression and are almost
the same. The estimates of linear regression are the optimal solution to
√
n

min
α ,β

∑ (ln(QoEi ) − α · (Ec /N0 )i − β )2 ,

(2)

i=1

where QoEi , (Ec /N0 )i denotes the i-th samples of QoE, Ec /N0 respectively.
The accuracy of the data used to compute them is limited. To deal with this
problem, we propose to follow a robust optimization approach. We assume that
that data (Ec /N0 )i incorporate errors and that their true value resides in a ρ -sized
interval centered at (Ec /N0 )i , ρ ≥ 0. The robust estimates are the optimal solution
to the min-max problem
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Fig. 2 Robust optimization in non-linear regression for QoE prediction models.

√
min

max

α ,β ∀i: |xi −(Ec /N0 )i |≤ρ

n

∑ (ln(QoEi ) − α xi − β )2 .

(3)

i=1

The constraint ∀i : |xi − (Ec /N0 )i | ≤ ρ is equivalent to ∥xx − ( E c / N 0 ) ∥∞ ≤ ρ ,
where ∥ · ∥∞ is the infinity norm and x , ( E c / N 0 ) are the vectors which contain the
xi , (Ec /N0 )i respectively. Problem (3) is equivalent [15] to
√
n

min
α ,β

∑ (ln(QoEi ) − α (Ec /N0 )i − β )2 + ρ |α |,

(4)

i=1

which defines an l1 -regularized regression estimator [13]. Using our data and SeDuMi [9], we computed the robust estimates for α and β for various values of the
size ρ of the uncertainty set. The results can be seen in Fig. 2.
We observe that as the size of uncertainty ρ increases, α drops, namely the robust estimates suggests a weaker dependence between QoE and Ec /N0 . This weaker
dependence is compensated by a smaller fixed term β , as seen in Fig. 3. Thus, in the
presence of errors, one should be more conservative in the prediction of QoE for a
given Ec /N0 . The rate of change for QoE with respect to Ec /N0 estimated by linear
or non-linear regression is too optimistic in the presence of errors. The regularized
estimator of Eq. (4) takes this phenomenon into consideration by adding the tradeoff term ρ |α |. Our method connects the impact ρ of this trade-off with the size of
the uncertainty sets for the data (Ec /N0 )i . In this way, we can use the information

Fig. 3 Robust estimates of α and β parameters for various values of the size ρ of the uncertainty
set.
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on the accuracy of the data to assess the strength of the dependence between QoE
and Ec /N0 .

4 Conclusions
The use of robust optimization to deal with uncertain data in regression-based
speech, video, and audio-visual quality prediction was addressed in our paper. Indeed, our method suggested a weaker dependence between QoS and QoE parameters than the one suggested by linear regression estimates. In particular, it explicitly
connected the strength of this dependence with the accuracy of the measurements
data used to compute the estimates. The used QoE empirical models for mobile
video telephony have been extracted from live 3G multimedia network measurements. Our models can be applied in quality-centric network planning and optimization processes to tackle the effect of errors in a measurement campaign.
Acknowledgements We would like to thank Mr. Arthur Tollenaar from SwissQual AG, Switzerland, for providing to us measurements files regarding mobile video-telephony.
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